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By JOHN BRUCE
staff writer

The story of Watergate continues to
unfold seven years after former Presi-

dent Nixon resigned under threat of
impeachment.
A lecture by

John

Dean,

former

counsel to President Nixon and a key
witness in the Senate Watergate Committee _
igh laughter and i?

plause
Thu
the Redwoods

night

at the Collegeo

The lecture, titled
“Unfinished
Testimony,’ afforded the more than
100 persons in attendance an insight in-

to the Watergate controversy as Dean

joked and reminisced about the Nixon
administration’s last term.

In a press conference earlier in the

day, Dean said, ‘‘One of the obvious
things we'll reflect on is... the impact Watergate has had over the years

on the

‘idency and on this present

One of the a

changes’’on the

atergate, he said,
been madiaddistrust of high government officials.
“*Because of Wat
e, the whole
burden has shifted,’’
said. ‘‘The:

government
‘iene
t

wrong

is assumed

to be doing

until things are proven

geen
ae

oe

Dean said he feels Watergate has
changed the American public’s opinion

a}

of politics.

Without a doubt, Watergate was a
very pore civics lesson for most

—

Ss," he said.
about the presidency t

ae

didn’t want to know.

Dean said the idea that past
presidents have engaged in Watergate-

eee

eo

ee

isa a.
I
past, these things
were. the
exception to the rule, whereas they

aoe

ate,’’

Dean

2%

ho
”

said. “eats

ing I’ve been sensitive about
her the very outset.’’

Dean reflected on the ethical

tion of profiting
I don’t

from illegal activ ties.
about this
cashing in on

He

4

.
briefly

'
talked

about

his

‘“‘l was disgusted
with what I was do-

livelihood.
**I’m in business, one that I don’t

—_ I was disgusted with what was goRape I tried internally to
(the

tired

said.

talk about publicly and it’s not related
to anything in my past,’’ he said. “I’m

FE
Mn
Benim le. Bee
narrate the Nixon tapes for ‘‘an enor-

everything
I do, so Idon’t really goout | “‘I think there was this incredible
and talk about
it.”
belief that after Nixon was re-elected

year Dean received
an offer

mous sum of money.”

of

reading

in the newspaper

He limits
his lectures to about
12 per

year, although he could do more.

wt could probably go out, my agent

and one at night, and he'd love that,”
Dean said.

staff members) to stop, ya
successfully. | was being set up,” he

Dean spoke about his reason for (in 1972), that somehow Watergate
was

**I asked them if they wanted me to coming forward and ‘“‘blowing the
ft igo 18-minute
gap,"’ he said. _ whistle’ on the scandalous occurrences
refused the o er ‘because he in the White House.

k there’s any doubt tells me, every day and do one at noon

there is a serious
whole matter of

~~

Some of tir
these offers have resulted in
a Gaity of his sense of humor.

became a mentality during the Nixon considered it em
exploitation.”

presidency,

5,

just

to disappear,”’ Dean said. “‘1
to be a terrible spoil-sport
within the White House ‘cause
I never

‘*it'd be very easy for
me to say that =

1 did it to save my neck and that was didn

the only reason,” Dean said at the lec-

ture. ‘I’ve thrown that answer out

it would (disappear) and it

—‘‘I’ m not saying it’s peste that

we couldn’t have another Watergate,

before, but it was more than that,” he neers

I think it’s unlikely that it

said. ‘‘There were really a multitude of will happen fora
reasons that made me come forward.
now
again,”’

Pp —_ from
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The situation in El Salvador is heating up. and
President Reagan has promised no American troops
will be sent in to fight.

Why, then, has he increased the number of

American military “advisers” sent there and asked

for millions of dollars in increased military aid?

The Vietnam

war started as a police action.

Advisers were sent in increasing numbers, even
though war was never deciared by Congress as required in the Constitution. Lyndon Johnson said

American boys would not be called on to do a job
that wasn't their own.

American advisers training soldiers to use

opposition forces will, as

oo

Sen. John Glenn says, be “prime targets.”
Reagan has reassured the nation no combat

roops will be sent. According to Time magazine,

the U.S. government estimatesa 10 to 1 ratiois
needed by El Salvador's government to win a

counter-insurgency war. The current Salvadoran army is 24,000 to 34,000 troops short of that ratio.
From 1950 to 1979, $16.7 million in military aid
was sent. In 1980 alone, it rose to about $6 million.

Two months and four days into 1981, the figure is
$25 million.
Given the Salvadoran government's apparent

proclivity for repression, will the leftists be pacified
by _—

U.S. aid, or will more opposition

The accounts of peasants

who have been

tor-

tured and brutally murdered are too numerous to

be ignored or passed off as communist propaganda.

The White House has warned against journalists

who have been “duped” by Communist propagan-

da. Such “Communist” literature against the

Salvadoran governments excesses comes from
Time, Newsweek, The Washington Post and The
Los Angeles Times, among others.

After the December killings of four American

ional represenreligious workers, three
tatives went to the borders of El Salvador to get
first-hand accounts from the refugees.
Upon their return, HR 1509, a bill calling for a
new stance on Salvadoran policy, was drawn and

has garnered more than 100 signatures. The bill is

now in the Foriegn Affairs subcommittee.
Congressmen are sensitive to their constituen-

cies. If current trends in El Salvador are disturbing

to you, let your representatives know.
Their addresses are:
Rep. Don Clausen
douse of Representatives

‘Washington, D.C. 20515
sen

Alan Cranston

and
xen. S.1. Hayakawa
iJni'ed States Senate

Letters to the Editor
Do you care?
Editor:
James Watt is the new
Secretary of the Interior in the
—
Reagan administration.
Watt is planning to lease the
California coast, our coast, to
oil companies so they can
build oil derricks off our
coast, and all that that means.
Do you care?

For years, Watt has headed

HUMBOLOT STATE UNIVERSITY
NELSON HALL EAST 6
k
ARCATA, CALIF. 99521
HE

Ctr

s

a
WSROOM : (707) 626.3271
sme rt AOVERTISING:: (707) 626-3259

a corporation-financed group
of lawyers whose primary ool

pose was to attack the

Don Clausen,
Washington

a

laws

that protect our environment.
Now he is Secretary of the Interior. Do you care?
We face a time when doing

nothing will jeopardize many

of the things we value so
much. Do you care?
Write a letter. Volunteer
some time at Northcoast Environmental
Center.
Give
to Redwood
money
some
Alliance.
You can make a difference.
If you care.

2308
D.C.,
1s
Secretary
James Watt,
Washington

;
of the Interior
Interior Building,
D.C., 20240.
Kandus

psychology instructor

guys’’ because they exploit th
environment to supply con?
sumers with their produc*One must realize that this ‘true of many other industri 'S

as well and is not exclusive‘

characteristic of the oil comy
The recovery and produ
tion of petroleum and ‘*

Know your oil

related products does run t's

Editor:
Many articles, cartoons and
opinions about the upcoming

Studies completed
the
National Academy of
in 1975 and the United States
Geological Survey in 1978
determined that spills account
for less than
2 percent of all oil
pollution of the ocean and

lease sale $3 have already been

voiced.
Much
concern
is
centered around possible environmental damage caused by
offshore drilling
and the ‘‘raping of the North Coast.’’
© state that oil recovered
from the North Coast area will
he shi
off to L.A. or the

Bay

Area, as a letter to the

editor stated last week, makes
it sound
as if no
petroleum
is
consumed by
ts of this
area.

Many

oil

individuals view the

companies

as

the

‘‘bad

risk of pollution, the mhe
a

example

being an ‘ti!

coastal environment.
nil pobed
oy att
of
this
pol ution
are the transportation of the crude
oil (34 percent) of which tanker collisions account
for
.
imately 3 percent, continental

runoff (31 percent) and even
natural geological seeps which

account for 10 percent of the
pollution.
(continued on nest page)
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~The real question is: Should
we continue to exploit and
pollute other areas of the U.S.

board chose to table it indefinitely. Julie Fulkerson and
Eric Hedlund dissented.

thusiasts attended our party.
Mycol and the Attitudes have
little to do with us, except that

aaaoss
oust al "ae
otales Gene”;
mee

Rowe ‘parmiion opin
unaware

economically

fields

production

in this

could

take

wt sell a

next HICS board of directors

i
0

breakfast meeting at the Alibi
on Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at
wea
peeper (camera).
Cher Bliss

y

damage that would
be
critical
to the North Coast area and its

i

Environmental
considerat
i the decision on
. and production, as is the need
of the petroleum.

in
Y!

itself, something that could be

Write——

members,

put into practice immediately
with
positive
long-term
results.

the

HCAOG

express

your

desire to have an unmet need
fulfilled — NIGHT BUS SER-

Paul Wells

geology senior

Appeal needed

ilable
available

HICS protest
Editor:
As

minister

of

recreation

and minister of information of
HICS
(Humboldt
Insiders

Cultural Society), we strongly

object to Cher Rowe’s borrowing of our party title for
her center spread headline,
“*In
Search
of
Modern

Romance,”’ last week in The

Lumberjack.
The
naive

reporterfused HICS

4
l
| ? til
ie i
f

Editor:
The
Humboldt
Transit
Authority (HTA) created an
ad hoc committee to determine
the feasibility of night bus service. On Feb. 12, 1981 the ad
hoc committee presented night
bus service proposal to HTA.
The key points of this proposal included: —Night bus service for a
demonstration
period
from
April 1 to June 13, 1981.
—Two evening runs from
HSU and CR.
—Routes
to
include
McKinleyville in the north and
Fortuna in the south.
—Financial
guarantees
from HSU and CR for $0 percent of the service costs.
—Remainder of the funds
th
h
throug

sf

—Mechanical back-up
from
AMRTS
(provided
no
flict ex-

Good work

our

Unsooianty s aewngaper hes
a responsibility to its community to print facts and

cognitive ve i
film. The
Psychology

, apt0 =
ion by the
Department that

showing

the film

would

elicit the same dangerous
levels of stress purposely induced in experimental subjects

avoid

wild

speculation.

But

completely ignored the information and background which
they knew we intended to include in our presentation. The
experimentalge
sons

remember,
a newspaper
should also serve
as at
t-

obviously
t a
erent
level of stress in ‘‘naive’’ sub-

sionally become embroiled in

ject

and-action-provoking
medi um.

If a newspaper
doesn't occa-

Ss.

Subjecting university males
to a film that evokes unconscious neonatal neural patterns associated with the cir-

cumcision

trauma

is a pro-

foundly unethical action. To
deliberately withhold vital in-

dich ean creentaae.
ed “—_ aaa

Censorship?

Why not reduce the need of
worldwide exploitation for
athe
ae
the

A
money

vate

would have no doubt been told
more about us and would have
oe
punk.
In lieu of a retraction,
we reQuest that Ms. Cher attend the

area there is a good chance
that

our

party. If she had asked, she

producible

are discovered

anyone

of

letter, eee
cree om
the possibility of o
exion of the North Coast.

f

of

significant information which
would considerabl

was

Editor:
We commend the HSU Student Legislative Council for its
resolution urging President
McCrone to establish a committee
to
investigate
unanswered questions involv7” the film ‘‘Subincision.”’
easonable
people
may
disagree with our position
upon the brutal crime of circumcision, but the vote of the
SLC indicates that the right of
free speech and information is
still recognized as. vital.
When we were first notified
that permission to show the
film had been withdrawn, the
reason given was that its content was too stressful to be
viewed by an audience without
a clinical psychologist
[-

a

t

that
experie-

ment: ‘‘An anthropological
film, ‘Subincision,’ was used
to induce stress in each of the
six ex
.”* (Weinstein
et al. 1968) Now it is forbidden
to induce illumination with
this film.
The Lumberjack was cor-

rect in noting across the text of

the story
‘‘Circumcision
Film’’ that the film had been
CENSORED.
Those
who wi
decide to prohibit the free
transfer of information in
human society always have a
camouflage reason. No one
wishes to be known as a ‘‘censor.” As long as this film con- you might begin to wonder if
tinues to be suppressed, an anybody was reading it.
outrageous act of oe
is
Steve Swanson
occurring. This censorship has
Poly Post newswriter
a purpose: to keep the public
Cal Poly, Pomona
in ignorance of the facts about
the international crime of
genital mutilations.
is
A nurse wrote to ‘‘Motherargument was de
ing’’
magazine:
‘‘After
citing research conducted b
witnessing many
circumciDr. Weinstein and his
- sions, | can say:
Yes, it hurts.
leagues which asserts ‘‘the film It’s pure and simple torture.
has
been
repeatedly As often as I can I leave the
demonstrated to be effective in room for the
ter. | just
inducing
stress.’’ These oer = wat
ore
psychologists
somehow
atching
the
helpless
overlooked their own finding suffer . ae
ae
“that ps
parents avoid. They
their
not be
closed until it is ae But
the
infant cannot close his
eyes. He must live that pain as
an infernal welcome to society. Those who ridicule this
cause, or bos ogg its a
tance, degrade the sancitity
the human
body
and its
reproductive function.
Kenneth
David Hopkins

psychology

Carol
Aan Babyak
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Further evidence of the repression

te York. . The foreign minister o of E

Salvador

are the 9,000 deaths that have occurred

Ronald
aid to

since the new row took over in
December. Since
there have been

1,000 to 2,000 more deaths, she said,

million

made
Cu ;

me

violence
ee

Poelzer told of a Salvadorn village

Delores

.

that much
een

the

office of

The long-term effect of military aid

corn

small arms.
U.S.
numberof

‘

Also

Cuba and

was J
Nicaragua

HSU political science professor.

ravis,

Arms

availableon the

are

black market in El Salvador because

“I’m not totally convinced of the
authenticity,” he said.

the United States has flaunted weapons
worldwide, Poelzer said. Newsweek

The charges are based on documents

said the arms are of American and

found by government troops in El western manufacture.
Fabrications of similar
magazine
Newsweek
Salvador.
reported no outsiders were allowed to curred during the Vietnam war,

verify authenticity of the documents.

said.

magazine quoted one U.S. ofor rnot they are authentic
““Whethe

ocTurner

The elite and government in El
See oe Private
: a

‘t matter, the proof is that the repression.
she lived in Latin America
is there.”

for ten years.

os ‘a*

\

of the
FBl-aided investigation

of four

religions

‘‘delinked” from future

aid, reported

workers seems to implicate
Sal
sercurity forces. The killings
have been
Time mapazine.
_ Poelzer, who personally knew two of

i‘

to the government will be to breed
hyn gallu
a
yan
Travis said.

EE! Salvador,

The left is supported

tive of the :

; So

suppor-

A par-

ticipatory eran government will
be achieved if the people are left to

themselves, she said.

Tuition
trom caged 2.
‘continue

Edward Webb, dean of studentser

mittee which is made of representatives

Theater plan to be appealed
fio Canin

An

killing

om

e

:

iii

inst

of the

le

statistics from the
of San

Conmsinten

Da Sever

Fete
affect
the
as possible,”

Webb

=

& Renting Service

“And, we did

1610 G St., Arcete
822-1556

SU B-STATION ONE

Sequoia Auto

Supply

e

Student Discounts
& GREAT SANDWICHES

*
*
*%
*
*%

822-4900

CHAR BROILED BURGERS
FRESH POTATO FRIES
OVEN HEATED: NO MICROWAVE
DAILY HAPPY HOURS, 4-6 p.m.
GOOD SERVICE FROM

Se
Fill

s
casvounnt
carr err orm
MER
OUR
KEEP COMING BACK

on foreign and domestic car parts

Foreign Car Parts

at 7th & E in Eureka and Arcata store

Arcata 809 otn st. 822-2411

Eureka 215 4th st. 442-1786
McKinleyville 2015 centra! ave. 839-1786
Mon-Fri 8-5

Sat 9-4 nia
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Ordinance sparks ‘right to know’ debate
Municipal ruling ‘shuts off’ public’s access to information
staff writer

matter

A municipal ordinance which makes

discussion

by

Eureka

city

coun-

cilmembers of confidential information discussed in a closed meeting illegal becomes effective next month.
Local journalists worry this ordinance could block important infor-

mation from the public.

‘*It’s ridiculous,”
Rick Nelson,
editor of the Times-Standard, said of
the ordinance. ‘‘The basic problem is
that it’s going
to shut off information
from the public.”’
Eureka officials di
that the

public will suffer any ill-effects as a
result of the ordinance.

**it will not impair the public's right

to

know

anything,’”’

.

council wanted the ordinance to provide ‘‘a written understanding’ on the

By JEFF DELONG

Eureka

Mayor

of

confidential

information

which would ‘‘guide both (the council)
and the staff.”’
Moore believes the ordinance will do
nothing but good for Eureka city
government.
‘‘In my judgement this ordinance
will strengthen the council-manager
form of government and put respon-

\W

WwW)

rs

.
;

sibility where it belongs — on thecoun-

cil and

WRAAAQQ}»

\QX

.

rtment heads.”’

A possible connection between the
drafting of the ordinance and comments made by Councilmember Bonnie
Gool to reporters concerning
a closed
session was implied in the
Feb. 11 issue
of the Timesd.
Moore declined to comment on the
possibility of a connection between
Gool’s comments and the new ordinance.
Regarding disclosure of confidential
information
by councilmembers,

.

~

Moore said ‘‘officials
need the strength

of character not to disclose confidential matters.’’
Under the ordinance, discussion by
councilmembers of confidential —
}
rom

.

bridge from HSU)
Open

9-6

822-7409

Fresh Tofu Made Daily
Fresh Wholegrain Bread, Pastries, Cook
and Delicious Tofu Cheesecake

FRESH CHAR-BROILED
SEAFOOD DINNERS
Try Our Fomous Fish & Chips And Omelettes
332

EUREKA

In Friendly Henderson Center

Hutchin’‘s
Market

443-7305

Arcata
1644 G St. Northtown

TO GO
CALL FOR ORDERS

tees,
of Groceri
le
Line
Comp
Bottled Goods
Visa and Mastercharge accepted

Open

a week
7 days

‘til midnight
White

Lf

S

stow aveil able

Hamm's

Zinfand

$7.59 .30

12 oz. cans 6pack

$8.99 $3.00

Lejon Champagne
I ceili

Save

limited supply

Kahlua 1/6
Bring in clothes to sell on consignment. We
:
on Mon.
& Tues. or by appt

, Price

|

ne specials expire 3-1

$2.99 $1.00
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expands horizons
By KAREN LYND
staff writer

Horizons Unlimited has grown in number

and appreciation
campus in 1977.

since it was established on

This organization, originated through Youth
Educational
ipa fervions. aims at helping mentally
disabled individuals. As a volunteer program

Horizons Unlimited attempts to bring interaction between the disabled and the volunteers
and to su
the two groups in an enjoyable
and rew:
e
**We have 20 student volunteers this quarter,
two men and 18 women,’’ Pam Thompson, codirector of the program, said. ‘‘We started out
with 13 during the fall quarter and got almost
10 more this quarter.
“I'd like to
the number of volunteers in

the 20°s,”* she said. ‘‘After that, it gets too hard
to work together closely.’’
Each of the 20 students is matched

with a

**client’’ and asked to spend a minimum of four

hours a week with that person. The clients come
from foster homes, live with their parents or on
their own, Thompson said.
“We
a lot of referrals from the Northcoast
Center."*
They range in ages from 8-22, though
not ex-

clusively.

Forum

**All
we ask is that they are old enough to go
to school,’’ she said.
The volunteers meet once a week with
Thompson and her comes, Judie Osborn,

to discuss

made and any problems that

might arise,
pson said. The meetings may
—
of a guest cooler, workshop or just a
session.
names of the clients are kept in a
character file and matched with the volunteers
at the start of each quarter.

“We
one,’

together with the volunteers one-onThompson said. ‘‘They then go through

the siieecant card
te file and pick people
who they
think they would connect with.
‘*Sometimes it takes a while to ease into the
situation, but it generally works out well.’’
Kris Childs, one of the student volunteers for
Horizons, saw a poster —
the organization and decided to 7s
“I’ve never worked
with anything like this
before,"’ she said. ‘‘It has really broadened my
horizons.”*
an
works with a 20-year-old woman nam*“WeWeen
do a variety
of f thi things dependi

well

functioned

the people are,’

on how

said.

**Generally, Darlene and | go on picnics, go
ee
ae
it’s really
up to us to
what we want to do.”’

ae

ROY HAMILTON and Jim Ritter at the beach.

introduces environmental groups
from the Wildlife Society, Conserva-

ive of each society
of the society
and
the club is
i

tion Unlimited, the Sens Club, the we ....
history
Audubon Society, Redwood Alliance. . then
what
Campus Center for A
Kirk Girard of
ate
Technology , Greenpeace,
the Nor- SS
Center.

Jerry Rohde of the Sierra Club said
he was gladto
ob,
in the program and
t mot
people
enough to join an organization.

CCAT

ae

said

h

ter, more efficient ways of doing
—, which also helps the environ-

MAGEAT formed

or the
arenovation ion o}of

the Buck

located

House,

are

mainly

“I thought it would help
learn about these aumane and inform them on how they could get involved, since some people don’t know

these organizations exist,’’ Alter said.
The forum

included representatives

quality ESS
104 Ht St.

weekdays

Ate ‘atal. A

822-200

PREGNANT

AND DISTRESSED

WELP IS AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE

irthrigh
Emergency Pregnancy Assist.
539 G St., Eurcka

PROFESSOR’'S DREAM
NEW CONSTRUCTION FOR ,
RENT OR OPTION TO BUY
4 stonooms 2. Baris
SECLUDED. IN EUREKA
CALL 442-5463. SCOTT
ist AND LAST

KIDS OK

behind

the

concerned with Forestry Building, Girard said.
ey
Se
oe
eee
amen. * he sd “‘whether it is
—
i
or alternate methods Alliance said that group formed in
of waste disposal. We try to find bet(continued
on page 12)
mWe

congsiiicnes views

Starting May 19, we'll get you to Europe from

LA just like the other airlines. But at a price that
isn't considered
grand theft.
With absolutely no restrictions.
No advance
No minimum
stay. No penalties.

Starting June 2, we'll offer 747 service,
and we'll have the only non-sop scheduled
service from LA to Shannon. You can stop-

_

over in Shannon on your way to or from
Amsterdam
for free. And return from
either city.
Ask about our 10% discount to holders of the
International
Student 1.D. Card.

For reservations,
call 800-772-2694 (in Bay
Area, 415-577.4300)
or your travel agent. And

help put an end to skyway robbery.
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Journalists question information ordinance
Since the ordinance was drafted the
Standard requested access

ndsey McWilliams, editor of the

said he could appreciate

Ania,

a desire by city officals to discuss
Se cede taanien, Nelson ae
he
matters in private, but
sonnel
the
d
talk about
but the mayor reftouse
govern
by
tendency
a
by
troubled
was
discussbeen
had
it
document
Coast 1 be

ere

ed in closed session.
media

ee

paranoid with things that don’t really

oe

and

s warrant this.
said. ‘‘That’OK,

aa

"get laterosetion ¢ it il-

wats, not a

public.cs”

tn baloney.’
ae It’s

eal fr wrt

Rape attempted
An HSU Ta
suffered
minor cuts to
was partially
Sa
a aera
re oe
7

il

cciseed ot tha 10h

att

'
;
:
;

Gee

pus.
wa

suspect as described as a white

male

between

ie

an ape

Wit ‘and

pou
e is
to
muscular build, dark brown eyes, and

dark brown hair parted in the middle
and below the ears. The suspect was

wearing

the North

a red, checked,

long-

shirt, blue jeans
a watch on
his left arm.
The Department of Public Safety

“te soot

hein ot |

y person
ing information
or
who can assist in the investigation is
asked to contact the
ment of
Public Safety at HSU,
3456.

Joseph Le Conte Field School
WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP
Teaching Credential, 20 Units

20 - July 3
April
Phone (408) 429-2822
or write
SIERRA INSTITUTE
Cardiff House
University
of Californie, Senta Cruz

Senta Cruz, CA. 95064

FREE ENGINE
EVALUATION and
DIAGNOSIS ON ALL

od 8
Specialists

iC AUTOS

in the service«f

VOLVO PORSCHE
HONDA TOYOTA

TRY OUT DIAGNOSTIC

MeWillams

s

sign for the

std.

Any

“An

oe note of
a
ed doors is not doing the public « Cae
favor.”
to know.
Additional laws restricting informa- that the public
t a the
governmen
open
see
we
“If
could
actions
t
oon ee governmen
from
step away y
#0 the public, SherilynC. ideal, this is certa ainl
Beanion, HSU

associate journalism

Bennlon,

PL

he.

aden

at HSU, said while
law

proceedings are a

closed to the pu

that ideal,”’ Bennion said.
City

kinds of —

Soy

any law whi

prohibits discussion of aspects of these

ie

attorney ue

a

information to

most of these ¢

pu

Ls

Se:

o

because

are eventually9

brought into the public light anyhow.

Time Stands Still
eople die.

Hence, we have cemeteries.
Beneath long green lanes of manicured
grass, dead
ies rest.
Headstones etched with names and dates remind
onlookers that someone is buried below.
For this, families pay money.
Harboring visions of immortality, surviving
rélatives sometimes seal their dead in foot-thick stone
mausoleums.
Almost impervious to time and weather,
mausoleums are the largest grave sites at Arcata’s
Greenwood cemetery.
Some people want to show their love for the dead

by how big, and eternal, a monument they can erect

in the dead’s honor.
Sealed within granite walls, modern-day dead
bodies will endure for centuries, like the ancient Egyptian mummies preserved in pyramids.
But what about people not wanting eternal care, or
the living who don’t want the payments? Most are
and their ashes spread out over the ocean.
cremated
While seasons pass, and times change — the
cemetery does not.
Arcata’s Greenwood cemetery has been a burial site
since the 1840s.
A Greenwood gravesite must be bought first for
those who become members of a public board of
directors, which runs Greenwood Cemetary.
Greenwood is an ‘‘eternal endowment’’ cemetery.
When a gravesite is bought, an extra amount of
money is invested in an interest-earning trust fund.
The interest from the trust fund theoretically pays for
Greenwood’s maintenance — forever.
Many graves at Greenwood are simple and unmarked. You can’t see them.
The oldest headstone is dated 1853. The newest,
1981. Time stands still in the cemetery.

In the United States people decompose peacefully in
their graves, confident they won't be dug up.
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But at a certain cemetery in Mex-

D, if a family refuses to pay. the
iy is dug up and put on display.
Tourists pay moneyto ae =,

pesome

corpses. They

gh, nervously.
In this country people who cannot
ford their own cemetery
or cremacosts are often buried in a pot-

oy,
ere,

ae

in plain pine boxes
t 20 years
the —* field is
plant
New York City has
dispose of its large

ry Corpses pack-k
six feet down.
before the soil
plowed up and

a potter's field
number of dead

0 the cycle ends. But in the beginag, man is born. For roughly 80

rs he lives upon this earth, only to

Phen the living either burn, bury o1
omb the body.

has ‘‘a

By BRENDA MILLER
staff writer
is a fragile thing.
A tribal

forAk oT
e

and

spokesman

Wildlife

Sacramento, said in a telephone

writ-

force of the

Without the

ne and sincere to be used again,’’ he said, but the

ten word, it remains always just one

e

hough

t

—

in Soe

tacted

ato arta

on

=

enn

Peaihinte Qisen

sie) otis

inter-

cori

the Smithsonian

in December

and Congres Cau

ayakawa
.
asked about
Smithsonian's
possession of a rare red deerskin, and
other white deerskins
used in the
te

z

zencration from extinction.
84-year-old
George,
Dewey
Yurok Insomenery bere of the

Smithsonian refuses so 1release . them,

e

"s
to preserve his
dians, ¢
this
religion and culture. He has f
as it was in the days when
1$ Not as
the learning tools.
nature pr
Now, he finds he must go
official channels in order to

for science at the Smithsonian, told her
the institute did not have a red deerskin

radia

he

materials he needs.

George, who lives in McKinleyville,
people
said he wants to teach
central
how to make
to Yurok dances.
“No one knows how to make

manwisaedeste

from the H

and the Smithsonian

‘preserve

‘or

future generations.”’

here. I’ll show them how to

an

.

do it,”” he said.

he wants to teach the
In particular,

:continyed
trom page 8)

1978 when Seabrook,
a nuclear power
Gamal a large

<

:

Sesh nacient groups

the

» he

Chris Cannady from the university

chapter
of the Wildlife Society and
Grace >
of Conservation
Unlimited,
their organizations
are
for professionals in the wildlife field,
but the clubs consist mostly of
students.

Both

information

organizations

and

opportuni

museums

the Sandpiper,

the
un-

cooperative’’ in dealing with these requests, he said.

for

students.
Linda ore
of the Audubon
Society
of the society’s involvement
in the construction
of bird blinds
for the Arcata Marsh Pro
and of
its
wildlife film series.
society

publishes

udies, said. But
‘‘very
been
have

'
~
ob)
taken from the tribes
of
Hupa
Valley. Jack Norton, a
fessor of Native American Studies,
said five truckloads of regalia were
taken out of the Hupa reservation in

Eachof the grou

a monthly

newsletter
in the Eco-News which contains information
on
local bird
tings and events such as the results
of the annual Christmas
bird count.

the carly ae

The White

‘ensandin le

An

geligions...including,
but not
limited to, access to
sites, use and
of sacred objects and the
freedom
to
worship
through
ceremonials
and traditional rites.’’
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City government, SLC meet for discussion
By DAVE

HOLPER

staff writer

Conmsisiats of unfair competition
from
HSU businesses with Arcata merchants were discussed at last week's
int session of the HSU Student
slative Council and the Arcata City Council.

The councils last Wednesday met at
HSU to discuss improvement of
campus-community
relations and
mutual areas of concern.
Dan Hauser, Arcata’s mayor, said
he had been contacted concerning the
subsidy issue by the Minor Theater
Corp.,

the

Pro

Center,

the

cata Transit A
ity and the
Outdoor Store
“(The merchants’) concern is
the businesses at HSU are —
sidized. This is a
or may not be a real
he

The

main

complaint

was

a barbershop or
uty salon and a
travel agency — were planned for the

‘

parking

time

Fulkerson

approached

the

issue,

ive.
however, from another per
“The obvious solutions ve been
tried,’ she said.
Fulkerson s
ted rememne the
fee structure of the HSU parking lots
so that distant lots would cost less than
closer lots. She mentioned possible
conversion of one or more lanes of
L.K. Wood Boulevard (adj
t to the

more use of internship
offered academic credit

The councils agreed regular communication between campus and community is needed. One s
tion from
Arcata Councilmember
Victor Green

was to

t a liaison commissioner

Solutions from both councils includ-

Barry Savage, Associated Students

it is in today without the resources of

ed parking permits for residents within

east side of the freeway)

into parking

have to try new

approaches,

areas
**We

vice president, said he would like to see

‘*Arcata wouldn't be in the position

the university,’ he said.

businesses are unfairly ponent
oe
rent and utility payments

cad’

tee cole, oubnede take

said. The
specifically under
criticism, he said, were University
Center
cross-country
ski rentals, .
movies shown on
and products

eteet’ dian taaieels s0ld ta the

bookstore.
Arcata Councilmember Julie Fulkerson commented on the issue.
**1 think the issue is that m
;
from a businessman’s
ive, are
su
your businesses,’’ she said.
Alison
Anderson,
Associated

BLUE LAKE ROLLER]
SKATING

eseezs

Wednesdays
for ali ages 7-9 pm.
Sundays eges 12 & under 24 p.m.

(PARENTS WELCOME)

13 & up 7-9 pm.

*

&

Hair Cut Special
(HSU Students)
Men 87.00

Womensy

Cut and Styling

By Cindy and Joyce
Arcata Hai

877 9th St. 822-3912
(NEXT TO MARINO’S)

EXPIRE
FEB.28

programs that
instead of pay.

that we cando for

**Is there an

that
submai

nei hborhoods,

but this is a problem that can be solved
at HSU,” she said.

residents about students parking in the
community rather than on campus.

Ar-

their

limits, more red curb zones and parking fees for student parking in residential
areas.

to attend City Council meetings and to
inform the SLC on community affairs.
The concern to keep both councils
informed stemmed from the idea of
utilizing both campus and community
resources.
“There is a tremendous amount of
participation already. There is a lot of
volunteer work that has been done on
and on trail
the Arcata marsh project
.
planning,’’ Hauser

-UC. These businesses, Anderson said,
would be community operated and
would bid on rental in the UC.
Both councils suggested a later
=
of Arcata merchants and the
Also discussed were cee
the
Arcata City Council
ved from

New

HSU

Students president, disagreed.
‘The University Center is
ate
from the university. It’s different
because they have to generate their
own revenues,”’ she said.
Anderson said gd new sane, —

RECORD SALE
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1981

HUB HOURS: 8amto7pm
8am
to 4:30pm Fri.

Mon.-Th.

4. .088
wamnacden. Ware
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Movie reviews

‘Fort Apache: the Bronx’ stirs controversy
, the Bronx’’ is the

_
‘ork. Described

worst

inct

in the 41st
Bronx in New
in the film as the

for

crime

in

that

, it focuseson police corruption and methods for
fighting crime.

The

movie

has

stirred

troversy. Community

South

Bronx

up

con-

leaders in the

say it is racially pre-

Newman

plays Murphy,

straight by the book, and the

a police

for2

killer. ’
urphy’s unwillingness to
give in
to the accepted life of corruption in
the police force brings the movie

officer with 18 years on the force and
14 of those in the 41st precinct. He
doesn’t like to be bought off, as
seems to be the case with many of the

“‘Serpico”’

corruption is a matter of course,
thinks the community is beyond help
and is eager to make arrests and bust

Ss.

Two things surround Murphy's
struggle to keep his head amidst

Ry MICHAEL SHAFFER
staff writer

LAST CHANCE GAS: Fuel Stop for the Stars

Edna May spread her wings and with her lovely
young man sailed from the earth a o ¥ The
ina’s
doctors furiously
grappled

a they tuaped 40 get free of their

But they escaped — Edna temporarily and her

iusband

permanently.
!
Edna’s ‘‘Resurrection’’ to life brings with it a
, brought back from her brief inon the other side of the veil. Ellen Burstyn
ily and intimately through this ow

ble brought
nally has four
in and questioned.
of the South Bronx People’s
arrested.

he

py says.
in his role as Murphy, Newman
draws sympathy and admiration. He
will not let his conscience give in to
the corruption and tough law-keeping
has been tradition in the
that
precinct.
(continued
on next page)

Russell film hallucinogenic trip

Burtsyn comes alive
in ‘Resurrection’

_ wants
every person

dealt

the lawbreaker another chance. He
isn’t interested in following
the rules.
He's eeme in establishing a
port
with t
~—
s with;
the
of the community.
in this belief, he comes into direct
conflict with the new police chief,
Connally (played by Edward Asner).
Connally wants to let the people at
large know who the boss is.

who is already cynical, believes police

and a system

which

looking for the murderer of

urphy, when possible, will give

ner on his beat and a rookie.
urphy has faith in honesty and in
the people of the community; Carelli,

police corruption

into mind,

When

two cops from his precinct, Connally

with a similar theme. ‘‘Fort Apache’’
is just as moving and exciting.

Murphy’s
onken Wahiplaysys Carelli, » Murph

judiced. New York City Mayor Ed
Koch said the movie is racist and
that, according to the New York

and Bob's aire
bodies

doesn’t agree with: the arrival of a
new police chief who plays

Times, ‘‘there was not one Puerto
Rican personality that was without
some
character defect."’

By GREG JONES
staff writer

|

terests are more firmly anchored to this mortal coil.
metaphor for the
And thus emerges a
staff weiter
of the psyche, as
spiritual, intellectual str
with
her
willful man-child,
ic
Mother
Earth
cinemat
Director Ken Russell, famous for his
universe.
’
the
unfathoma
omania”
‘‘Liszt
my,”
‘“‘Tom
excesses in the films
The cinematography is extremely artistic, almost
and **The Music Lovers,”’ is no doubt anticipati
nterly in its sometimes delicate, sometimes
d
“Altere
work,
latest
an Academy Award for his
ings of human intimacy or the munStates.”
of the
dane world. Yet the evolutionary
does not t
je parmind released by d
Cheyevsky. The
rom a
oe to visual
y.
film is a sometimes hallncleapenie journey trom Che cy
to create high-voltage
attempted
has
$0
Russell
Ken
tortured
the
to
Harvard
stuffy, ivy halls of
pby i
pregnant with raw color to plot the prothe human mind, not ex plored (in fact,
rney through the illusion of reality to
fessor’s
the pedestrian intellect.
By MICHAEL SHAFFER

ty Ponty Comptia. Tes
te ee ed

ate ates ental ic
tanks

lous recovery,
into the

with

rugs

$

more youthful

rankenstein

to create a

to

his even
—

from his
babies)
love
tand
¢
stunning auburn an-

just

the efficient and
and inthropologist (Blair Brown). Her thoughts

the sgias of man in the distant past. (Take a
But the ‘‘visionary”’ phot

stead to trite symbolism —
SS.

on

y

ing,

of a serious theme.

democratic
1 must add this bungled
in
attempt
may not be
of technicali
result oF inten so umne 4 Seiden Ot
titude, but
(continued
on next page)
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Humboldt Calendar
March
Sat, March7 2B
of the Sierra Madre. 7:30
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*ULM: Best of Avante-Garde.
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Kate Buchanan Rm
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Auto von Humboldt specials.

ene
16 Units
SOUTHWEST CANYONLANDS ~

<= $107
(fits most 4-cy!l. models)

NOW AVAILABLE
for Courier, Datsun,
Luv & most four cylinder cars with little
or no adaptation required! !

Financial Assitence
Grants Available

BOOT

|

N THE PLAZA
5

Holley 5200 carburetor

ecology @ ethnobotony
ancient cultures
ROCKY MOUNTAINS
ecology
@ land studies
wildlife studies
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OIL AND FILTER SALE
for most Ford and Chevy owners
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Ford WIX filter No. $1061 ("342°")
S$ ats. Quaker State HD-30 oil
Regular $12.41
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BUS

sate Oueter

Starts

8.79

Spring Quarter
1635 G Street
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The Burger Shoppe
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Devastating spikes
too much for Davis
st

Sports editor

The

ax

fell

when

volleyball

gave the team a

totally new perspective
Saturday night.
HSU’s men’s volleyball team went
into the fourth game behind in games,

2-1. The *Jacks’ Kent Swick pointed to
the
com

squad
to the contest,
ly noth. **Here’s where the ax
Saad

**We'll

take
in

from

play of

one

player’s simple remark

Aside

Chico

three.*’

Not only did the ax fall, but the
*Jacks probably ees their best game
ever, a
Aggies, 15-0.
The fourth game victory was the
momentum the team needed as it
defeated Davis 3-2.

Swick’s
spikes,

smooth and
the versatile

Carpenter and
ision
sets of Bill
and Yaeees Joh
ohnston
sent most of the
diving in vain
a
for
that
already dictated

“The win over Davis gives the ‘Jacks a
chance at first place in the conference.
The ‘Jacks host UC Santa Cruz and
Chico on Friday and Saturday night
ivel
gees
the team hopes it won't
take five
» though a cou
Bal
"Jacks differ on how ‘one they like
games to on
“| love taking games that far,’’
Swick said. ‘‘We experimented with a
new lineup and then switched things
around after that.”’
That might be one reason
the series
went to five games, but Carpenter had
a different attitude.
“We shouldn't have had to take
Davis in five,”’ he said, ‘‘but things
will
be different against Chico — we'll take
them in three.’’

t~

e

a

‘ : J ge

» wf

WELL TIMED spikes like this one by Scott Johnston proved instrumentalin

HSU’

viet Gver Davi act weekend. The leks pay Chic Sate thi

It's back to the drawing board for HSU basketball
.to

By TIM HELMS
staff writer

The

Lumberjacks

the Stanislaus

were scalped

by

State Warriors Saturday

night, 102-85. It was a fitting end to the
Lumberjacks’
disappointing
Far

“one
tat beganyerswithandhighthreehopes.
With
starters

— one

returning

why

capo

19-9 team, a

FWC championship and a top 10 Divi-

sion II ranking were realistic goals.

man wae,t Claes
m
s tahave

ci
had.”

Coach

Jim

Cosentino

before the season began.
Led
Charlie

‘Jacks

said

senior starters David Reese,
Ford and Steve McNutt, the

dominated

many

of

a

preseason opponents enroute to a

record and a 14th place ranking.

The three losses were to Division |
schools — University of Washi 68), University of Nevada76) and a close 68-66 setback 10 the

Ye ‘Ses showed
home i
ive blowout wins over Colum
Christian
by more than 30), An 88:70 romp over
more than $0). An 88-70 romp over
P= meal
State was the
win, with
McNutt
Fading
ae ee way pag be points. ‘aa was
ory in three years
inst
oe Red Raiders.
The team was peaking. Subsequent
Sean's College of Nasre Dame and
Institute of Technology were
oe competition for the streaking greenCosentino said then he was hoping

ing into

the

conference

ico. But the team was flat,
got
oot comme and committed 19 turnovers and 27 personal fouls while los= 66-56.
The 'Jacks lost more than just the
=
when junior forward James
ohnson, a powerful rebounder and inside player, left the team and schoolto
return home for personal reasons.
The
team
rouped
the next
weekend, blasted
to State as
Reese scored 20
points and blew away
weak Division 111 Sonoma State 96-58,
with
sophomore
forward
Terry
Kaldhusdal netting 20 more.
That week Cosentino was informed
that the ‘Jacks would receive an
NCAA Division 11 tournament berth if
they finished the season with a record
of at least 20-7. At 12-4 with
$ home
games remaining, the future looked
promising.

The message proved ominous as the

"Jacks played
throughout
the

season.

erratic basketball
remainder of the

Winning only three of their remain-

ing 11 contests, the ‘Jacks
= oe
oe co

usually
of the

enough to
her didn’t.
er
**Missed free throws hurt us bad (in

the 65-62

loss at Hayward

State),”’

Dave Jenkins, an assistant to Cosentino, said. Usually reliable Jeff Ota,
Ford and McNutt all missed important
free throws in the last minute of the
game.
inability to control the boards was

another point made by Jenkins.

He

noted the loss of Johnson as one
reason for the team’s erratic reboundi
McNutt echoed Jenkins thoughts.
“We're inconsistent as far as rebounding,’’ he said. ‘‘You can’t have a
running game without rebounds, and
we're a running team."’
Freshman tenes Joe Hash felt
much of the
s stemmed from a
‘lack
of
leadership
on
the
court
...mo one to take charge and
guide the team.°’
Ken Billman, a 6-foot-9 junior from
Mountai
wouldn’

iste
specific n View, wouldn

omnvdins tat

Billman said the eS
was the high
point of the season
“Yeah, we all kinda got
a att on
that,”’ he said.
Chico State Coach Pete Mathieson
said after the game, ‘‘(Humboldt’s)

probably the most talented team in the
conference. | don’t see how they could
have lost four (conference) games.’’
After dropping its last five conference
since then, Mathieson
must
be shaking
his head. But not too
hard. His Wi
s survived the conference wars and have won the FWC.
They, and not the early season favorite

ad “Jacks, will edvance to the NCAA

just haven’ put

Whatever the reasons, an inconsistent offense and a sometimes nonexistent defense were the results,
especially on the road.
:
The only road-win of the year was
ag
ae
agai eo ar,ly Sonoma uate >
2
Vv’
school str
Tacks wen in the we “Sin, ththe
‘Jacks were outrebounded (42-34) and
ly won because of their
pure offenoe talents. Ford led with 17 points.
The other two conference wins came

against UC Davis and Chico State, in
rep Apa
the two best games the ‘Jacks

The “Jacks, by virtue of a forfeiture

of an earlier loss to Hayward (for using

ineligible players), gained one in the

win column and finished the -eason 4-8
in conference and 16-11 overall.

McNutt took team scoring honors,

averaging 12 points. He was also
leading the conference in assists,
oe
4.4 a game going into last
eekend’s games. He also won the title

tan Seat
Unofficially, Reese finished fifth in
the league in rebounding, clearing the
backboard an average 7.5 a
Carl Kirk, a 6-foot-6 jun
center
=
eee, bg ape in the

conference

in

~

into last weekend’s games.

and McNutt
W
combined for 40
points to beat the Aggies 84-72.
set

goal

percentage

for 28 points in the 77-73
to UC Davis and chipped in 21

Billman, a strong rebounder and
shot-blocker, came up with his best

ending debacle at Stanislaus. He finish-

oe<

ed the season on an encouraging notc.
This is the worst conference finish in
the five years Cosentino has coached at

game as a Lumberjack, scoring
points and guiding
the green-and

25

al aonel
a the A et
State Wildcats, 96-

more

the

next

night

in the

season-

Robert
Mc Nab

By JOHN MAZZACANO
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‘Jack's facts

Wrestlers fourth in
Six wrestlers qualified for the nationals — all six were injured. They
called
themselves
the
Band-Aid
wie.
.

rprising themselves and the Divi-

sion I! wrestling world, the Lumberjacks came away from the NCAA National Tournament in Davis with a well
deserved fourth-place finish.
Three
‘Jacks
Marty
Nellis,
Richard Sykes and Adrian Smedley —
wrestled their way to All-America

time, came within one bout of winning
the national championship.

Smedley, a two-time All-American,

placed third in the tournament.
‘‘We wrestled well,"’ Coach

Frank

Cheek said. ‘‘Taking fourth was quite
a feat, considering our injuries."’
“We did better than expected,’’
Smedley said. ‘‘We had a lot of injuries. Marty (Nellis) had a bad
shoulder; Rich (Sykes) had bad ribs
and a bad back — oh, his poor body.”

*He’s had it,’’ Cheek said, referring

Status,

Nellis, who won the award for the
third time, and Sykes, for the second

to Sykes. ‘‘He won't be doing anything
for three or four weeks — he’s pretty

nationals

weekend presents

.

»”’ Ad Cheek added, ‘‘would
have won it if he’d been healthy.”’ .
The 158-pound
junior injured an
ankle in the Far
Western Conference
championships two weeks ago.
**Once you get down to it,”” Smedley
“6

said, ‘‘you forget the pain and go for it
like there’s no tomorrow. The hell with
the ankle.’’
The three other Lumberjacks who
qualified for the tournament also were
hampered by injuries.
Steve Zehnder and Roy Coudright
— eliminated after a first-round loss —
were bothered by injuries that limited
their mobility. Mike Arms, Cheek said,
was wrestling on a broken toe.
Nellis and Sykes qualified for the
Division 1 National Tournament in
oo
N.J., on March 12, 13 and
**It’s going
to be fun,’’ Nellis said.
“I’ve never
to the Division | nationals. It’s also going to be a lot of
hard work.
Smedley has only an outside chance
of going to Princeton. He is the first
alternate (first and second-place
finishers automatically qualify for the
tournament while four other wrestlers
are at-large entries).
**1 would love to go,"’ Smediey said

with a
grin. “Being in this half
and half garbage (not knowing if he
will go) is no fun.

—

With The Right Type!
umberjack Typesetting
tor AS-recugnzed orgenizations, student

**If 1 don’t
go, I’m gonna get drunk
it’s been a es season.”’

‘2.

University
of Californie, Senta Cruz

BACKPACKING SPRING
QUARTER 15 Units
in the Sierra Nevada Backcountry
@ecology

@wildiife studies

WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP
Teaching Credential, 20 units
Phone (408) 429-2822
or write
SIERRA INSTITUTE Cardiff House

DRY FREE
D & J LAUNDERLAND
VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER
5000 VALLEY WEST, ARCATA

a

tough

travel to
schedule for the ’Jacks as they
make
Chico State Saturday and t
= round-trip home to face Santa

a.

Men’s track
The men’s track team showed last
weekend it will be a definite conference
threat. The team beat both San Francisco State and Southern Oregon
Saturday at the Redwood Bowl.

The team kept its high credibility in

the distance events as Danny Grimes
won the 1500, while Mark Conover
eased into victory in the $000-meter
run.
it
proved to be a good opening meet
for the
*Jacks, who now have one conference and one nonconference meet
behind them in preparation for Saturday’s Sacramento Relays.

Women’s softball
Coming off last year’s 26-8 season,

the women’s softball team opens its
season Tuesday in Ukiah against Mendocino Junior College.
Six ‘Jacks are returning from last
year’s third-place Golden State Conference team, including all-conference

shortstop Gloria Burke, a .290 hitter.

“If things come together,’’ Coach
Lynn Warner said, ‘’we're going to
take the conference.
*“We're dedicated as a group — not
on an individual's efforts.
*““We don’t win here on skill, we win
on i,
first home game is March 14

against the University of Nevada at

a
Esnis

we a Gare

Lumberjack ( Pure 5
Classifieds | =<::.
et =

hse sears é

WE HAVE
IN STOCK

HACKY SACKS
FOOTBAGS

sidered, she said, and that’s a lot to consider for six people.

though

other parts of the pool are

and

one

man,”

Reisenweaver, women’s swim coach, said.

man) seems to have no
The class on campus

about it.’

Pam

33
Se
Se
aes3

2
+

agyte
a ese

eee

women

prevalent, both instructors said this type of swimming

could be coming back.
**It’s just now getting
**In time, maybe we'll

advertised," Giannandrea said.
ve enough for a water show.”’

w$

. She chart will

|

seven

rj

have

t

“We

?

One man is enrolled in the class on campus.

ap.cowell

“They usually tend to think that it’s for women

lpn

2

‘We have a women’s fitness class, a private lesson, a
beginning swimming class and Water Safety Instruction
all in this same pool,’’ Giaanandrea said. ‘So our space
is really limited."’
to be
Since an interest in this hobby

Sake

—_

on

at the community pool,

also utilized.

sebubse

men are not excluded.
*+1’d love to have some men sign up for the class,” she

While the class is being taught

use Rsee *

very little.”’
ming and some have
Giannandrea’s class consists of six women,

eas

coe

BE

rea, instructor,
ee
of previous —

ae
great

But lighting and costumes would also have to be con-

4

levels in my class,”

to

th

5

fw
swim-

“I’ve got

wate

Wednesday night and costs $15. This price
five-week, two-hour per week class.

:

is held
includes a

final show for these two classes is nearly impossible.
“(Arcata Community) pool has a lot of possibilities,”’
Giannandrea said. ‘‘It’s set up in such a way that a great
deal could be done for a show.”

Sees

If swimming is your sport, but the thought of attempa halfway decent workout
ting countless laps to
doesn’t sound appealing, there is an alternative.
a water ballet-style sport, is
ronized swimming,
offered both at the Arcata Community Pool and at
HSU for swimmers with any level of experience who
want to perform aquatic stunts.
offered at the Arcata Community Pool
The

Thursdays at | p.m.
““I think the reason we didn’t have too much of a
don’t
response to the class is because a lot of
Reisenweaver
is,’’
swimming
know what synchronized
let, coordinating
said. ‘‘Basically it’s just water
stunts to music.”’
The class is offered one quarter out of the year, she
said.
Due to the lack of participants and available space, a

=
&
38283 3 $

By KAREN LYND
staff writer

Ab

93.98

bs
a8
as
$3

Aqua ballet

Synchronized swimming classes turn out
new expression of underwater dancing

S
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$7.28

Capone's

“prices differ depending on desired toppings

.90-1.35
70
-.35-95

each ment

70-90 95-105 $8-1.28 cach vegetabte| ©

